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ABOUT US
Trade Link is established to offer all of our esteemed customers i.e. Architects, Interior

Designers, Contractors, Homeowners a Complete range of Stone Products. We are pleasured to

introduced ourselves as a fast growing business group having distinctive brainstorm with splendid

proficiency and dedication in exports of Gemstones, Semi Precious Stones and Seashells in

combination of either with Natural Stones, with Ceramics, with glass, with Corian or with Wood. This

gives a new look with magnificent engravings of Semi Precious Stones and Skillful Architectural design

to fit with the requirements of the Modern World.

Trade Link is equipped with Modern technology and ideas for generating evolution in the stone -

market worldwide. We have been cherished for being specialised business group in combining

Natural Stones (i.e. Granite, Marble), Honeycomb Aluminium, Ceramics, Glass, Gorian, Resin Epoxy

with Gemstones & Seashells (i.e. Lapis, Lazuli, Tiger Eye, Sodalite, Malachite, Tiger Iron, Jasper,

Aventurines, Pizers, Quartzes, Moonsheel, Mother of Pearl, Abalone, Black lip etc.) by the prevailing

modus operandi and having considerable variety of quality products.

PRODUCT RANGE
The range includes Semi Precious Stone Overlays, Semi Precious Stones in Epoxy Resin, Inlays and

Overlay-Inlay Figures and Consumer Specified Semi Precious Stone Designer table Tops along with

Tiles, Slabs, Counter Tops, Liners, Floorings, Wall Cladding, Designers items (i.e. Sceneries, Lamp

Shades, Sinks, Fire Place, Vases and much more.)

PROCESS

The art of giving shape to stones, work begins by careful planning of designs and setting the colour

patterns. The craftsman use the tools that are much the same used in the Mughal Period. A floral or

geometrical piece is cut out and placed on a marble surface. It is outlined with a scribed and then the

marble is carefully carved out using a steel chisel.

A careful selection of various shades of stones and shells is used to give the right gradation and

shading to the designs. The selected stones are shaped with the help of especially made emery wheels.

Each part of the design is shaped individually, which requires a lot of patience.

The stones are then set in the chiseled indentations with an adhesive that is a mixture of 19 different

ingredients. The articles are then hand polished and waxed. The whole process calls for sharp,

dexterous hands, patience and high accuracy.



Technical Details :
Tile Sizes : 5 cm X  5 cm upto 30 cm X 30 cm & cutro size n shape

Slab Size : 30 cm X 30 cm upto 300 cm x 180 cm
Thickness : 5 mm (90 cm x 90 cm) max.

10 mm (180 cm x 120 cm) max.

20 mm (300 cm X 180 cm) max.

as per customize 25 mm, 30 mm, 40 mm, 50 mm as above MOP 

and overlay stone 2mm, 6 mm to 30 mm with base

Uses :

SlabWeight:
Solid : 4.5 kg in per sq.ft. (20 mm) approx.

2.3 kg in per sq.ft. (10 mm) approx.

1.5 kg in per sq.ft. (05 mm) approx.

Base : Acrylic, Wood, Glass, Marble, Granite,

ACP, Solid Backing, Resin Back as per 

customization.

Gemstone use in Office, Highlighter, Lift, Partition, T.V. Panel, Wash Basin Sets, Windows, Table Top, SPA, Drawers, Mirror,

Shell Glass, Parking Area, Accessories, Chairs, Pathway, Dinning Table, Shower Area, handles, Lamp & Stand, Tea Coasters,

Jacuzzi, Commode, Entry Gate, Frames, Pedestal Basin, Bedroom, Garden, Pillars, Bar Counter , Flooring, Wall, Logo, Kitchen,

Reception Counter, Fireplaces, Exterior Wall, Swimming Pool, Staircases, Dance Floor, Doors, wardrobes, Sofa sets, bath tub

and many more...

Types of Moulding :

StonePattens:

Half Round Bevel Standard Full Round

Random Joint Brick Retro



Agate Collection

BlueAgate RedAgate Black LipAgate

Green CarnelianAgate Purple Agate YellowAgate

AGATE PHYSICAL HEALING ENERGY
Agate enhances mental function by improving concentration, perception, and analytical abilities.

Placed on the abdomen or used as an elixir, Agate stimulates the digestive system and relieves

gastritis. It is beneficial for the eyes, hollow organs such as the stomach, uterus, intestines.



Dance Flooring



Agate Collection

Natural Black Agate Natural Blue lace Crystal Natural Black BotswanaAgate

Natural MixAgate NavrangAgate Natural White BotswanaAgate

AGATE EMOTIONAL HEALING ENERGY:
Agate encourages a sense of reality and pragmatic thinking.   Agates with regular designs soothe those 

who desire peace and harmony, while those with irregular designs can stimulate action and important 

decision making.



BlackBotswana

KitchenCounter (Backlight)



Agate Collection

Red CarnelianAgate Natural GryAgate White GavaAgate

Natural Banded Agate Natural YellowAgate Natural YellowCarnelian

AGATE SPIRITUAL ENERGY:
Agate  raises  awareness  and  links  into  the  collective  consciousness  of  the  oneness  of  life.  It  

encourages  quiet contemplation of one's life experiences that lead to spiritual growth and inner 

stability.



Agate Collection

DBlack Agate DBlueAgate DOrangeAgate

DRubyAgate DPurple Crystal DBlue Gava

AGATE COLOR ENERGY:
Agate is formed in nearly all colors, from clear transparent crystals, to banded stones of earthy hues. 

See individual Agate pages for the uniqueness of these gems, and for their specific color energies.



Fossil Collection

BrownPetrified Fossil Retro Petrified Fossil Black Petrified Fossil

Red Petrified Fossil YellowPetrified Fossil Amethyst Cluster Fossil

Fossil Stone was thought to be stony casts in ancient times that were once grown in the earth from

seeds descendant from the realms of the stars. Fossil Stone was thought of as a gift from the stars that

used to enhance telepathic communication between the present and other realms.



BrownPetrified Fossil

Flooring



Quartz Collection

PicassoQuartz RoseQuartz Hematite Quartz

Classic Quartz SmokyQuartz Crystal Quartz

QUARTZ PHYSICAL HEALING ENERGY:
Quartz is a master healer crystal, and may be used for any condition. It is thought to stimulate the

immune and circulatory systems, enhancing energy flow and bringing the body into balance. It has

been used to treat migraine headaches, vertigo, in stabilizing dizziness or motion sickness.



Hematite Quartz

Bathroom Concept



Quartz Collection

Amethyst Quartz Green Quartz Blue Quartz

White HematiteQuartz Yellow Quartz Jacuzzi Quartz

Quartz Emotional Healing Energy
Clear Quartz acts as a deep soul cleanser, purifying and enhancing the body's internal structure and

surrounding subtle bodies to connect the physical dimension with the mind. With a better perception

of the world, Quartz increases awareness and clarity in thinking, and provides enhanced energy,

perseverance and patience, teaching one to live, laugh and love with all of humanity.



White Hematite Quartz

Reception Counter (Backlight)

Jacuzzi Quartz

Reception Counter (Backlight)



Mother of Pearl Collection

Living Black MOP GoldenWhiteMexican MOP PinkAbalone

River Shell Brown Shell GreenAbalone

Mother of Pearl’s shimmering, reflective quality helps its energy quickly enter the aura. The more

opalescence Mother of Pearl possesses, the more deeply it can work—be it physically, emotionally, or

mentally—and the more clearly you will receive its benefits



White Quartz

Ceiling & Flooring

Living BlackMOP

Wall



Exclusive Collection Translucent

Green Flurite

All gemstones is formed in nearly all colors, from clear transparent crystals, to banded 

stones of earthy hues. See individual Agate pages for the uniqueness of these gems, and 

for their specific color energies.

Purple Flurite Emerald Flurite

PinkAgate SodaLight MossGrassAgate

Blue Calcite Crystal Agate African Amethyst



RoseQuartz

Bath tub

African Amethyst

Furniture(Backlight)



Exclusive Collection NonTranslucent

Mokhite Chrysocolla Amazonite

Tiger's, Hawk's, and Cat's Eye is Quartz layered with chatoyant strips of asbestos and hornblende;

Tiger's Eye is golden brown, Hawk's or Falcon's Eye is blue-black, and Cat's Eye is green to greenish-

gray. These are stones of action, pride, protection, and reflecting back negative energies.

Golden Tiger Eye Blue Tiger Eye Iron Tiger Eye

Melachite Lapis Lazuli Labrodorite



GoldenTiger Eye

Bathroom



Exclusive Gemstone Bowls & Bathroom Accessories

ROUND BOWLS

BlueAgate Black Agate Golden Tiger Eye Black Mother of Pear

SQUARE BOWLS

BlueAgate RoseQuartz Lapis Lazuli Red Cornelian



Exclusive Gemstone Accessories

Agate tea Coaster Agate BookEnds bathroom Accessories MOPSpoonSet

Yellow Agate Pedestal White Quartz Pedestal Mother of Pearl W.C. Amethyst BathTubSolid



CARE AND MAINTAINCE

The ever-lasting finish requires only simple and routine care to maintain its goods looks. To clean Trade Link Gemstones, we recommend using warm 

water, mild detergent and a white cloth.

Stubborn Stains or Dried Spills : Any mild clearer or detergent can be used on stubborn stairs. to remove adhered materials like foods, gum and 

nail polish, first scrape away the excess with a plastic putty knife. Then wipe away with denatured alcohol to remove stubborn marks, however the 

surface should be rinsed with water immediately after their use.

Heat Resistance : Trade Link Gemstones can tolerate moderately hot temperatures for brief periods of time. direct contact between very hot pots

and the Trade Link gemstones surface should be avoided. We recommend using an insulator / hot pad / trivet especially when using cooking units 

like electric fry pans, works and kettles.

Tough  - yes, indestructible - No.

Avoid any highly caustic cleaning agates like oven and grill cleaners and dishwashing agents that have high alkaline/pH levels. Products containing 

oils or powders may leave a residue and should be rinsed off thoroughly. Should your surface accidentally be exposed to any of these damaging 

products, rinse immediately with water to neutralize the effects.

Scratch resistance : Trade Link Gemstones is highly scratch resistant. However, avoid using sharp objects directly onto the surface.

Office Address :S21-09, SH 21, Al Hamra Industrial Zone – FZE,Rasal Khaimah, UAE

Email :info@tradelinkimpexfze.com | Web :www.tradelinkimpexfze.com

Mobile : +97152 - 9234344 ( Whats App )

C  E  O :

Mr. Anil Mutha: +91 98483 05878 

Managing  Director:

Mr.  Ankush Bansal : +91 9758450300

http://www.tradelinkimpexfze.com/

